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Agenda 
 

Standards Committee 

2nd Meeting, 2005 (Session 2) 

Tuesday 22 February 2005 

 

The Committee will meet at 11.00 am in Committee Room 5. 

1. Cross-Party Groups: The Committee will consider an application to establish 
a Cross-Party Group in the Scottish Parliament on the Civil Nuclear Industry. 

2. Review of the Code of Conduct for MSPs: The Committee will consider a 
draft letter to the former members of the Code of Conduct Working Group 
regarding the Committee’s review of the Code of Conduct for MSPs. 

3. Commissioner for Public Appointments: The Committee will consider 
papers by the Procedures Committee in relation to the laying and 
consideration of reports of non-compliance. 

 
 

Jennifer Smart 
Clerk to the Standards Committee 

Room TG.01 
Ext: 85239 

email: jennifer.smart@scottish.parliament.uk 
 

************************* 

 

Please find attached papers on the following: 

Agenda item 1 
 
Cross-Party Groups— 
Registration Form – Civil Nuclear Industry 
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Note by the Clerk (private paper) 
Additional information on member organisations 
Alphabetical list of Cross-Party Groups 
 

ST/S2/05/2/1a 
ST/S2/05/2/1b 
ST/S2/05/2/1c 
 
 

Agenda item 2 
 
Review of the Code of Conduct for MSPs— 
Note by the Clerk 
Draft letter 
 
 

 
 
 
ST/S2/05/2/2 
ST/S2/05/2/2a 
 

Agenda item 3 
 
Note by the Clerk 
Paper by the Procedures Committee 
Procedures Committee papers can be found at: 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/committees/procedures/
meetings.htm 
 

 
 
ST/S2/05/2/3 
PR/S2/05/2/9 
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CROSS-PARTY GROUPS IN THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT 
 
REGISTRATION FORM – RG1 
 
 
1. GROUP NAME Code of Conduct 8.5.6 
Groups that have undertaken to comply with the rules on Cross-Party Groups may 
use the words Cross-Party Group in the Scottish Parliament in their title.  
 
 
Cross-Party Group in the Scottish Parliament on the Civil Nuclear Industry 
 
 
2. GROUP PURPOSE Code of Conduct 8.2.5 and 8.3, Rule 1 
A brief statement of the main purpose of the group.  Groups are reminded that the 
Standards Committee will look very carefully at the proposed purpose of a group to 
satisfy itself that its purpose is Parliamentary in nature and of genuine public interest. 
 
To promote consideration and discussion of aspects of the civil nuclear industry 
which come within the responsibility of the Scottish Parliament, including 
environmental, economic and planning issues relating to the commissioning, 
operation and decommissioning of nuclear plant, and liaison with interested groups, 
including management and employees in the industry and other stakeholders. 
 
 
3. GROUP MEMBERS Code of Conduct 8.3, Rules 2, 3, 8, 9 & 10  
When listing members, who are MSPs, only the MSP’s name need be given.  For 
members from outwith the Parliament, the name of the member and any employer 
they represent must be given. 
 
MSPs Non-MSPs 
Shiona Baird 
Richard Baker 
Chris Ballance 
Murdo Fraser 
Phil Gallie 
Karen Gillon 
John Home Robertson 
Alex Johnstone 
Ken Macintosh 
Michael McMahon 
Duncan McNeil 
Christine May 

Individuals 
 
Neil Cardwell (researcher for Richard 
Baker MSP) 
Thomas Docherty (The United Kingdom 
Atomic Energy Authority – UKAEA) 
 Rachel Robertson (The Nuclear Industry 
Radioactive Waste Executive – NIREX) 
Simon Tiernan (researcher for John 
Home Robertson MSP) 
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Alasdair Morrison 
David Mundell 
Dr Elaine Murray 
Mary Scanlon 
John Scott  
Stewart Stevenson 
Jamie Stone 
John Swinburne 
 

 
 
 
 

Organisations  
 
 
 

 
4. GROUP OFFICERS Code of Conduct 8.3, Rule 4 
Please amend titles as necessary e.g. to indicate joint office holders, or preferred 
titles. 
 
Convener John Home Robertson MSP 
Vice-Conveners Chris Ballance MSP, Alex Johnstone 

MSP 
Secretary Dr Elaine Murray MSP 
Treasurer Jamie Stone MSP 
 
5. FINANCIAL OR OTHER BENEFITS RECEIVED Code of Conduct 8.4.8 
The group must register any financial or other material benefit received by the group 
from whatever source, where the value of the financial sum or benefit from any single 
source exceeds £250 in any one calendar year. This includes donations, 
sponsorship, subscriptions, hospitality, gifts, visits, provision of services or 
accommodation or staff assistance. The value of use of Parliamentary facilities need 
not be registered. 
 
The details requiring to be registered include a brief description of the benefit, the 
approximate monetary value, the date on which it was received and the source from 
which it came. Where a consultancy organisation provides benefits, the client on 
whose behalf these are provided should be named. 
 
Date  Amount Description 

 
   

nil 
 

 
6. GROUP SUBSCRIPTION Code of Conduct 8.3, Rule 7 
Where a group charges or proposes to charge a subscription, this must be 
reasonable and the same for all members.  The amount of the subscription should be 
registered and the purposes for which it is intended to use the subscription. 
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Amount per group member per year nil 
 

 
7. GROUP STAFF AS PARLIAMENTARY PASS HOLDERS 
If a group makes use of staff issued with a Parliamentary pass, any paid activity 
undertaken by those staff where the employer benefits from the pass holder’s access 
to the Parliament must be registered.  There is no need to state the amount of 
remuneration. The requirement relates both to staff employed directly by the group 
and to staff employed by an outside organisation to provide assistance to the group. 
 
Staff name none 

 
Title of post  

 
Name and address of employer 
organisation 

 
 
 

Type of employer organisation  
 

 
8. GROUP CONTACT Code of Conduct 8.4.4 and 8.5.1 – 8.5.5 
Please give the full details of an elected official of the group who is an MSP who will 
be the contact for registration matters for the group. Initially this must be the Member 
who signs the declaration on compliance with the rules on behalf of the group. If a 
group subsequently changes the designated contact, the office of the Standards 
Clerk must be informed within 7 days of the change. 
 
Name John Home Robertson MSP 

 
Parliamentary address M5.12 
Telephone number 0131 348 5901 

 
 

Constituency Office telephone number 01368 863 679 
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SECOND MEETING OF THE STANDARDS COMMITTEE 
REQUEST FOR STANDARDS COMMITTEE RECOGNITION OF PROPOSED 
CROSS-PARTY GROUP IN THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT 
 
Additional information 
 
 
UKAEA 
The United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA) was incorporated as a 
statutory corporation in 1954 and pioneered the development of nuclear energy in 
the UK. 
 
It is responsible for managing the decommissioning of the nuclear reactors and 
other radioactive facilities used for the UK's nuclear research and development 
programme in a safe and environmentally sensitive manner. Its objective is to 
essentially restore the sites for conventional use. It is also responsible for the UK’s 
input to the European fusion research programme and for maximising the income 
from the land and buildings at its sites. 
 
UKAEA is a non-departmental public body, funded mainly by its lead department 
the Department of Trade and Industry. 
 
 
NIREX 
The Nuclear Industry Radioactive Waste Executive (NIREX) was set up in 1982. It 
is a company limited by guarantee and independent of the nuclear industry. 
   
The NIREX mission is 'to provide the UK with safe, environmentally sound and 
publicly acceptable options for the long-term management of radioactive 
materials'.  Its role is to:  

• carry out scientific, social and engineering research to help develop 
safe and environmentally sound options for dealing with radioactive 
waste in the long term;  

• maintain an inventory of radioactive waste in the UK in conjunction with 
Defra (Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs); 

• set specifications and standards, and advise the industry on how to 
treat and package radioactive waste;  

• communicate with stakeholders, including the public, to build 
understanding and develop ways of addressing the wide range of 
concerns and views surrounding the management of radioactive waste. 
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CROSS-PARTY GROUPS IN THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT 
(in alphabetical order and as at February 2005) 
 
 
Affordable Housing  
Animal Welfare  
Architecture and the Built Environment  
Asthma  
Autistic Spectrum Disorder  
Borders Rail  
Cancer  
Children and Young People  
Chronic Pain  
Construction  
Crofting  
Cuba  
Culture and Media  
Cycling  
Deafness 
Diabetes 
Disability  
Drug and Alcohol Misuse  
Epilepsy 
Food 
Funerals and Bereavement 
Gaelic  
Human Rights  
International Development Group  
Kidney Disease  
Learning Disability 
Loss of Consultant Led Services in Scotland – Solutions 
Lupus 
M.E.  
Men’s Violence against Women and Children  
Mental Health  
Nuclear Disarmament  
Oil and Gas  
Older People, Age and Ageing 
Palestine  
Palliative Care  
Refugees and Asylum Seekers  
Renewable Energy  
Scots Language  
Scottish Contemporary Music Industry 
Scottish Economy  
Scottish Traditional Arts  
Sexual Health  
Sport  
Strategic Rail Services for Scotland  
Survivors of Childhood Sexual Abuse 
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Sustainable Forestry and Forest Products 
Tackling Debt 
Tartan Day 
Textiles, Clothing and Footwear  
Tibet  
Tobacco Control  
Visual Impairment  
Wastes Management  
Women  
 
 
55 groups 
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SECOND MEETING OF THE STANDARDS COMMITTEE 
REVIEW OF THE CODE OF CONDUCT FOR MEMBERS OF THE 
SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT 
 
 
1. The Committee agreed at its meeting on 26 October 2004 that it wished to 

proceed with a review of the Code of Conduct for Members of the Scottish 
Parliament. 

 
2. As a first step, the Committee agreed (at its meeting on 25 January 2005) 

that it wished to invite comments on the Code of Conduct from the former 
members of the Consultative Steering Group (CSG) Code of Conduct 
Working Group. A draft letter for this purpose is attached. It is suggested 
that the letter be accompanied by a copy of the Code of Conduct and a 
copy of the reports mentioned in the annexes to the letter. 

 
The Committee is invited to agree the attached letter. 
 
 
 
STANDARDS COMMITTEE CLERKS 
FEBRUARY 2005 
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Standards Committee 
 
To former members of the CSG The Scottish Parliament
 MG.18
 Edinburgh
 EH99 1SP
 
 Direct Tel: 0131 348 5177
 (RNID Typetalk calls welcome)
 Fax: 0131 348 5088
 (Central) Textphone: 0131 348 5415/0845 

270 0152 (local rate)
 brian.adam.msp@scottish.parliament.uk

 
March 2005 

 
 
Dear , 
 
Review of the Code of Conduct for Members of the Scottish Parliament 
 
As you know, the Scottish Parliament has been operating a code of conduct for 
MSPs since February 2000. The Standards Committee has agreed that it would like 
to review the Code of Conduct with a view to introducing any revisions at the end of 
this current Parliamentary session (March 2007). 
 
The Standards Committee also plans to introduce legislation to replace the existing 
transitional legislation (the Members’ Interests Order) governing the registration of 
Members’ interests. It is anticipated that this new legislation would apply from the 
start of the next Parliamentary session. Given that the rules regarding registration of 
Members’ interests form a part of the Code of Conduct and the Code would require 
revision in the light of the planned new legislation, it would seem ideal to implement 
any other revisions to the Code of Conduct at the one time. 
 
As a former member of The Scottish Office’s Code of Conduct Working Group, the 
Standards Committee would like to invite you to contribute to its review of the Code 
of Conduct. I have attached to this letter some background information which 
summarises changes which have been made to the Code over the past few years 
and also sets out some of the areas which the Committee has already identified as 
possible areas for revision. 
 
If you have any views or comments on the operation of the Code of Conduct for 
MSPs, the Committee would be pleased to hear from you. It would be useful if you 
would send any submissions to the Clerk to the Standards Committee at The 



   

Scottish Parliament by 30 April 2005. If you have any queries about the content of 
this letter, the clerks to the Committee will be pleased to advise you. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
  
 
 
 
Brian Adam, MSP 
Convener, Standards Committee 
 
 
 
Clerk to the Standards Committee – Jennifer Smart. 
Telephone: 0131 348 5239. 
 
Senior Assistant Clerk to the Standards Committee – Sarah Robertson. 
Telephone: 0131 348 5177. 



   

       Annex 1 
Review of the Code of Conduct for Members of the Scottish Parliament 
 
Revisions subsequent to replacement of the Members’ Interests Order 
 
1. The Code of Conduct will, of necessity, require revision once the Committee’s 

proposed Bill to replace the Members’ Interests Order is passed by Parliament. 
Sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 of the Code explain the detail of the current rules on 
registration and declaration of interests and on the prohibition of paid advocacy. 
These would require revision in the light of any new rules resulting from the 
proposed new legislation. 

 
2. This ties into the proposed review of the Code. Given that any changes to the 

Code of Conduct require the approval of Parliament, the Committee wished to 
ensure that any proposed amendments were debated at the same time.  

 
Previous revisions to the Code 
 
4. Section 7 of the Code of Conduct (Lobbying and Access to MSPs) was revised in 

3 October 2002 by the then Standards Committee following an 18-month long 
inquiry (naturally, this does not preclude the current Committee from carrying out 
its own review of the section and from making further revisions if it wishes to do 
so). 

 
5. Section 8 of the Code of Conduct (Regulation of Cross-Party Groups) was 

examined as part of the Committee’s review of the cross-party group system in 
the Parliament. Members agreed that the rules in Section 8 did not require 
modification to any great extent and perhaps could be supplemented by more 
extensive guidance. Members were also aware that a requirement had been 
imposed on cross-party groups (3 May 2000) to hold an Annual General Meeting 
and to produce an Annual Return, although this has not been formally 
incorporated into the Code. 

 
6. Section 10 of the Code (Enforcement of the Rules) was revised on 30 January 

2003 to reflect the statutory arrangements for investigation of complaints against 
a Member by the Scottish Parliamentary Standards Commissioner. 

 
Areas identified for review 
 
7. The Committee has previously identified some areas of the Code of Conduct for 

MSPs which it feels could be revisited and perhaps revised. 
 
These areas include: 
 

• whether it is appropriate that Section 10 - which details procedural issues 
relating to the complaints process - should be in the main body of the Code 
or might more properly be an annexe to the Code; 

 



   

• whether Annexe 5 of the Code - which regulates the relationship between 
constituency and regional MSPs - should be placed into the main body of the 
Code (as Annexe 5 is the preserve of the Presiding Officer, the Committee 
may wish to seek his views on this aspect and other aspects of Annexe 5); 

 
• whether the provisions in the Code for handling complaints concerning 

conduct in the Chamber or in Committee should be revised (Section 9); 
 

• the Committee agreed a series of principles aimed at clarifying administrative 
procedures for handling correspondence and prohibiting lobbying during the 
complaints process. These changes have not yet been incorporated into the 
Code of Conduct (Section 10), although they are set out in the Committee’s 
3rd Report 2004 (Session 2)1; 

 
• the Committee previously agreed that the complaints process should be 

revised to afford complainers an opportunity to make representations on the 
Standards Commissioner’s draft factual findings. These changes have been 
given effect via Directions to the Commissioner.  They have not yet been 
incorporated into the Code of Conduct (Section 10); although they are set 
out in the Committee’s 3rd Report 2004 (Session 2); 

 
• the Standards Commissioner has remarked on a number of issues relating to 

the Code of Conduct in his annual report (published in June 2004) which the 
Committee may wish to consider. A copy of the report is attached to this 
paper. 

 
8. In addition there are minor administrative changes which should be made to the 

Code and some which the Committee may wish to make in relation to agreed 
SPCB policy. These are set out in Annex 2 to this paper. 

 

                                                 
1 http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/committees/standards/reports.htm 



   

Review of the Code of Conduct   Annex 2 
 
1. Paragraph 9.2.12: Smoking 
 
The paragraph reads:  
 

Smoking 
 
9.2.12 The SPCB has determined that members may not smoke in any of the buildings of the 
Scottish parliament in its current accommodation. The one exception to this rule is the central 
courtyard behind Parliamentary Headquarters which has been designated as a smoking area. 

 
This paragraph should be replaced. 
 
 
2. Electronic and postal addresses to reflect the move to Holyrood and the relaunch 
(in 2004) of the Parliament’s website. 
 
• Paragraph 4.1.6: references to ‘Parliamentary Headquarters’ and the 

‘Parliament’s Visitor Centre’ require updating. 
• Annexe 6, Appendix B, the address at the last sentence requires updating. 
• Paragraph 10.2.43: sub section (a) text currently reads “a Members’ …” should 

read “a Member’s…” (use of apostrophe). 
• Annexe 5, paragraph 15, “Standards and Procedures for Use of the Scottish 

Parliament Logo and Stationery". The guidance could be found at 
http://intranet/speir/services/isystems/msp-bdgl.htm#5 before the relaunch of the 
Parliament’s website. The current address is: 
http://intranet/organisation/teams/cpt/ceg-splogo.aspx 

 
 
3. Equalities related changes  
 
Update the list of grounds on which discrimination can occur (currently listed in 
paragraph 9.2.2) to ensure that this list reflects changes to equal opportunities 
legislation and the list of grounds used in the Scottish Parliamentary Corporate 
Body's (SPCB) Equality Framework. 

 
Review the information about the way in which complaints of bullying and 
harassment against MSPs/their staff are dealt with in order to make sure that this is 
both consistent with current equal opportunities legislation, and conducive to dealing 
with such complaints effectively and in a way that is consistent with the procedures 
set out in the Equality Framework for SPCB staff members. 

 
The relevant paragraphs for these changes are likely to be 9.2.2, 9.2.4, 9.2.5, 9.2.6, 
9.6.1, together with Annexe 5 to the Code. 

 
Review the rest of the Code to ensure that it takes proper account of equalities 
issues. 
 

http://intranet/speir/services/isystems/msp-bdgl.htm#5 
http://intranet/organisation/teams/cpt/ceg-splogo.aspx
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SECOND MEETING OF THE STANDARDS COMMITTEE 
PROPOSED CHANGE TO THE REMIT OF THE STANDARDS COMMITTEE 
- PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS AND PUBLIC BODIES ACT ETC. (SCOTLAND) 
ACT 2003 
 
 
1. At its meeting on 25 January 2005, the Committee considered a letter from 

the Convener of the Procedures Committee regarding a proposed change 
to the remit of the Standards Committee in relation to certain statutory 
functions of the Office of the Commissioner for Public Appointments. The 
Committee agreed that the Convener should write to the Procedures 
Committee stating that it was content to accept the proposal of that 
Committee to extend the remit of the Standards Committee. 

 
Consideration of reports of non-compliance 
2. The Committee noted that the details had not then been finalised of the 

parliamentary procedures to be followed in relation to reports made by the 
Commissioner of failure to comply with the system set out for public 
appointments. This matter was further considered (in private) by the 
Procedures Committee at its meeting on 1 February 2005. A copy of a 
paper which was circulated to the Members of the Committee is attached. 

 
The Committee is invited: 
 

• to note the attached document; and 
 
• to note that the Procedures Committee intends to publish its 

report on the proposed change to the remit of the Standards 
Committee and the accompanying revisions to Standing Orders 
as soon as possible after its meeting on 1 March 2005. 

 
 
 
STANDARDS COMMITTEE CLERKS 
FEBRUARY 2005 


